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ABSTRACT

Because Entry, Descent and Landing (EDL) system validations are limited in
Earth environments, these technologies rely heavily on modeling and analysis
tools to evaluate system performance and capture uncertainties, which determine the success of a mission. However, the current approach suffers from an
important limitation. While the subject matter expert can leverage his or her
knowledge and expertise with past systems to identify areas of risk and features
of interest in the datasets available, the next generation of EDL systems may
present unprecedented challenges that may be missed by the human. Landing humans on Mars, for example, will pose unprecedented challenges to EDL
technologies driven by the need to land larger payload mass with extremely
high reliability and safety requirements. The goal of this research is to advance
the state of the art for offline Intelligent Data Understanding (IDU) technologies for Entry, Descent and Landing (EDL) by incorporating an intelligent assistant - called Daphne/EDL - that supports humans in architecting problems
specific to the field of EDL. In this thesis, we describe a first prototype of the
Daphne/EDL assistant in the context of three use cases to cover a range of representative problems in EDL architecture analysis and to show the capabilities
of the assistant to support those use cases. Specifically, we demonstrate the
baseline functionalities of the EDL assistant that include: 1) preliminary analysis capabilities of simulation datasets; 2) extraction of performance metrics from
a historical database; and 3) automated generation of a scorecard. The scorecard
contains metrics critical to assess EDL architecture performance. The assistant
highlights metrics that fall out of spec of a design and communicates them to

the subject-matter expert.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION

1.1

Motivation

Planetary entry, descent and landing (EDL) is one of the most challenging
phases in interplanetary missions. For landing on Mars, atmospheric entry becomes increasingly challenging due to the fact that the Martian atmosphere is
roughly a hundred times less dense than Earth’s. Therefore, EDL systems must
be capable of decelerating from hypersonic to subsonic speeds at low altitudes,
thus reducing the time for subsequent events in the EDL sequence to occur [1].
Furthermore, during EDL vehicles experience high aerothermal loading due to
friction with the atmosphere. During this phase, roughly 95% of the energy
is dissipated through thermal heating and entry vehicles experience peak heat
rates up to 200 W/cm2 (e.g. Mars Science Laboratory). Aerodynamic forces acting on the entry vehicle can generate peak deceleration loads over 10 Earth G’s.
Whereas robotic missions can withstand such g-loads, future manned missions
to Mars will require minimizing the peak deceleration (5-Gs or less) and peak
heat load of the entry vehicle due to the presence of humans. These stringent
requirements for manned missions will require new technologies and entry configurations to ensure the safety of the crew.
Currently, fundamental EDL technologies used for robotic landings on Mars
have been derived and extended from the capabilities developed for Apollo
during the 1960s and 1970s. The current state of the art for EDL architecture
analysis is defined by the Mars Science Laboratory (MSL) EDL architecture. This
architecture consisted of six segments: Exo-atmospheric flight, Guided Entry,
1

Parachute Descent, Powered Descent, Sky Crane, and Flyaway. Many elements
of the MSL architecture elements were derived and extended from the Viking,
Pathfinder (MPF) and the Mars Exploration Rover (MER) missions, resulting in
improved target precision and successful landing [2]. However, the next generation of MSL-class landing vehicles will be delivering higher payloads at tighter
delivery ellipses that are pushing the limits of current EDL technologies [3].
Landing humans on Mars (or Europa for example) will also pose unprecedented
challenges to EDL technologies driven by the need to land a larger payload mass
with extremely high reliability and safety requirements.
In order to design the next generation of EDL systems, it is necessary to
analyze a wide range of architectures with high fidelity simulations of performance, cost, schedule and risk that take into account uncertainty. Because Earthbased testing of Mars environmental conditions is limited, performance analysis
of EDL systems under uncertainty relies on high-fidelity engineering end-toend simulation. EDL simulations provide a platform to support system design,
trade studies, development, testing, and operations of a given mission. For previous Mars missions, such as MSL, the NASA EDL team used the Program to
Optimize Simulated Trajectories II (POST2) to simulate a variety of entry conditions under many model parameterizations (e.g. gravity, planetary geometry,
atmospheric, aerodynamic, control system, guidance, and navigation models)
and evaluate performance, mission-level feasibility, design trades, among other
capabilities [4].
Assessment and success criteria evaluation of a proposed mission/system
architecture is achieved by using Monte Carlo Analysis. To quantify the robustness of an entry vehicle system requires executing Monte Carlo simulations for
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varying configurations (e.g. lift-to-drag ratio, entry flight path angle) as well as
varying atmospheric conditions, among others. Inevitably, this results in very
large data sets. For the MSL mission, for example, simulation runs were in the
order of thousands, resulting in millions of individual cases [5]. These large
datasets generated are manually analyzed by the subject matter expert, trying
to find interesting correlations and couplings between parameters, and assess
the sensitivity of figures of merit to various parameters. This analysis work is
important since it may lead to the discovery of a major flaw in a design, for
example. However, the current approach suffers from an important limitation.
While the subject matter expert can leverage his or her knowledge and expertise with past systems to identify issues and features of interest in the dataset,
the next generation of EDL systems may present unprecedented challenges that
may be missed by the human. This expert-based analysis also neglects to reflect
the effect of these uncertainties in the overall system architecture of the mission.
Because of this limitation, there is a need for an end-to-end architecture analysis.
Such analysis is critical for determining mission feasibility and for identifying
areas of risk that drive architectural the decision making process throughout a
mission’s lifecycle.

1.2

Thesis Objectives

The objective of this thesis is to describe the baseline functionalities of a cognitive assistant (CA) for advancing the state of the art of offline Intelligent Data
Understanding Technologies (IDU) for architecture analysis of EDL. The rationales for exploring the role of Intelligent Data Understanding technology for
performance analysis of EDL systems are: 1) the concept of knowledge engi3

neering has been applied for operational processes to define the knowledge involved in the given process but its use in performance analysis has not been
established. 2) the use of an intelligent system during data analysis can help the
subject matter expert identify problems with a design earlier, which may lead
to less rework, large cost savings, and increased probability of success.
It is envisioned that the proposed intelligent assistant will provide a platform for engineers to evaluate EDL architecture trades and technology for architecture development decisions and verify EDL mission performance while considering uncertainties to ensure mission success. In this thesis emphasis is given
to using the Daphne/EDL assistant for automating several steps in the EDL data
analysis process such as data extraction from multiple sources (e.g. simulation
results, database). Capabilities developed during this thesis can be adapted
to establish baseline functionalities of a cognitive assistant for crew support in
space. Astronauts undergo decision-making tasks in the face of uncertainty or
off-nominal situations. The work developed in this thesis can be adapted to
serve as a cognitive assistant for spacecrew support. The Daphne/EDL assistant satisfies preliminary functional design requirements outlined in Reference
[27] for data extraction of data collected and can provide information during
the data analysis process. Furthermore, the cognitive assistant can make use of
the database for accessing guidelines for off-nominal cases and the respective
actions that need to be taken. The astronauts can ask about a particular scenario
using natural language and can obtain relevant information about the situation.
To demonstrate the preliminary capabilities of the EDL assistant, we present
a case study of a ballistic atmospheric entry simulation. Daphne’s EDL analysis capabilities however, can be employed for analysis of a wide variety of EDL

4

architectures. A ballistic entry simulation was selected due to its simplicity and
given that it also presents high cost savings relative to entry vehicle systems
with active attitude control systems. In the case presented, we are interested
evaluating the effect of uncertainty in entry velocity to atmospheric skip-out
angle at shallow entry flight path angles. Here, emphases is given to Daphne’s
data extraction capabilities from various sources of knowledge as well as written and verbal communications, which are two key aspects of an intelligent
assistant for data analysis. Using multiple sources of knowledge is useful for
comparing performance metrics and for performing trade studies in the early
stages of a mission lifecycle: Pre-Phase A (Concept Studies) to Phase A (Concept and Technology Development).
It must be noted that the work performed for this thesis focused on establishing the baseline functionalitites for data extraction from simulation results and
two sources of knowledge: a historical database and a scorecard. These functionalitites pave the way for future work given that there is no record of a cognitive assistant employed for EDL architecture performance. To take advantage of
the potential of incorporating a cognitive assistant for high-fidelity architecture
analysis, future work includes developing algorithms for data mining of EDL
datasets, for example, to obtain insight on a particular design. Capabilities of
the intelligent assistant will be further enhanced by having the system communicate critical issues or provide ”critiques” based on information contained in
the sources of knowledge. To achieve a mixed-initiative approach, both the subject matter expert and the assistant shall provide their expertise and ask questions as needed to achieve common goals, such as improving the data mining
process.

5

1.3

Thesis Outline

Chapter 2, Section 2.1 provides an overview of EDL on Mars. Section 2.1.1 provides a summary of past landed missions on Mars. Section 2.1.2 introduces the
fundamental equations of motion for atmospheric entry. This section will discuss the equations of planar motion and the analytical models for atmospheric
entry (i.e. Allen-Eggers approximations). Section 2.1.3 provides an overview
of aeroheating and the Sutton-Graves equations for stagnation point convective
heat rate estimation. Finally, section 2.2 discusses the limitations of current EDL
technologies.
Chapter 3 provides an overview of the NASA Langley Research Center
(LARC) Program to Optimize Simulated Trajectories II (POST-II), a high-fidelity
engineering simulation employed by NASA to support EDL system design
throughout all phases of a mission’s lifecycle. Subsection 3.1 will discuss Monte
Carlo dispersion analysis used to quantify robustness and risk associated with
a design.
Chapter 4 presents an overview of the state of the art in IDU technologies and intelligent assistants technologies. In this Chapter we also introduce
Daphne, a cognitive assistant for analysis of EDL datasets. Some of its preliminary capabilities are discussed.
Chapter 5 presents a case study for a ballistic entry mission subjected to
varying entry conditions. In this chapter, emphasis is given to the effect of dispersed atmospheric density during planetary entry at shallow entry flight-path
angles. Section 5.2.1 provides an overview of the context and objectives of the
case study. Section 5.2.2 gives an overview of the models used in the POST-
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II-based Monte Carlo simulation. Finally, Section 5.2.4 will discuss the results
of the case study and will also demonstrate Daphne’s current capabilities with
respect to EDL.
Finally, Chapter 6 summarizes the findings and contributions of the thesis.
Chapter 6 highlights limitations of the analysis and emphasizes the opportunities for Daphne to conduct sensitivity analysis on EDL datasets.

7

CHAPTER 2
ENTRY, DESCENT, AND LANDING

2.1

Mars Entry Descent and Landing Overview

Planetary EDL consists of a series of events and maneuvers required to land a
payload, or vehicle, on the surface of a planet. On Mars, the EDL phase lasts
roughly 7 minutes for a 899 kg payload, given that the the planet’s atmosphere
is roughly 1/100th of Earth’s density, making deceleration at higher altitudes
challenging.

Figure 2.1: Mars Science Laboratory (MSL) EDL sequence.
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Figure 2.1 depicts the state-of-the-art EDL architecture, defined by MSL.
This mission incorporated Viking, Mars Pathfinder (MPF) and Mars Exploration
Rovers (MER) heritage technologies and extended the landed mass capabilities
for landing on Mars. On August 5, 2012, following cruise stage separation, MSL
entered the Martian atmosphere performing the first guided entry at an altitude
of about 125 km above the surface at a planet-relative velocity of approximately
5.8 km/s, and an entry flight path angle (EFPA) of approximately -15◦ [6]. Not
only was MSL the first mission that featured guided entry on Mars, but it also
became the heaviest payload landed successfully on the surface of Mars.
The entry segment is one of the most critical events in the EDL sequence.
As seen in Figure 2.1, during this segment the entry vehicle undergoes peak
heating (for MSL the heat shield reached 2,100◦ C) and experiences peak deceleration (MSL experienced 13 Earth g’s). Due to friction with the atmosphere at
hypersonic entry speeds, about 99% of the vehicle’s kinetic energy is dissipated.
Once drag on the vehicle increases, the vehicle decelerates until the
parachute deploy conditions are met. For MSL, deploy of the 21.35 m diskgap-band parachute occurred at an altitude of about 10 km and a Mach number
value of 1.75 [7]. During this event, the MSL entry vehicle decelerated from approximately 406 m/s to 78 m/s and removed the remaining 97% of its kinetic
energy [6]. After parachute deploy, the vehicle ejects its heat shield and the
radar begins to collect altitude data.
Following radar data collection, the vehicle is separated from the backshell
and initiates powered descent and prepares for its final landing maneuver. MSL
featured the novel “Sky Crane” maneuver. During Sky Crane, the descent stage
lowered the rover to the surface of the planet using four steerable engines. Once

9

Figure 2.2: Schockwave separation for the models created for the Mercury
re-entry vehicle concepts.

terminal velocity approached zero, the bridle joining the rover and the descent
stage was cut and the rover was released to the ground.

2.1.1

Past Successful Mars Missions EDL Architecture

Atmospheric entry and re-entry systems were first explored during the Cold
War. During this time, the Soviet Union and the United States were looking into
expanding the capabilities of ballistic missiles and nuclear weapon technologies.
Soon enough human exploration became a proxy for competition and efforts
were aimed to develop entry vehicle systems that can decelerate the payload for
safe landing and efficiently dissipate heat generated due to atmospheric drag.
H.Julian Allen and A.J. Eggers, Jr. found that the most efficient heat shield that
would require the least weight of coolant is obtained with a blunt-body shape
(i.e. a shape with high pressure drag coefficient) [8]. As depicted in Figure 2.2,
a blunt body separates the shockwave from the body, which helps minimize the
maximum local heat transfer at the nose.
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On August of 1976 the Viking mission became the first mission to land a
spacecraft safely on the surface of Mars. Viking featured the 15 m diameter 70degree sphere-cone forebody that provided a higher hypersonic drag coefficient
than a slender body. The Viking EDL architecture also featured a 16m-diameter
disk-gap-band parachute; and the SLA-561V thermal protection material. These
technologies have served as the backbone components of all subsequent missions [1].
All successfully landed missions on the surface of Mars used the Viking eraderived technologies that were largely based on the lunar Surveyor and the
Apollo mission. One reason is that end-to-end EDL system verification on Earth
is not possible and thus, relies heavily on simulation for system verification and
validation [1], [4], [6]. Consequently, every mission leading up to MSL used the
70-degree sphere-cone with the disk-gap-band parachute and the TPS of Viking
with some modifications. These technologies increased in size as mass delivery requirements increased. Some aspects of EDL system qualification were
thus achieved by similarity analysis to previous landed missions [1]. Figure
2.1 presents a summary of some of the technologies and key EDL metrics for
successful landed U.S. missions on Mars.

2.1.2

Equations of Motion for Planetary Entry

Problems dealing with atmospheric entry are highly interdisciplinary due to
the wide range of entry conditions experienced in this phase of a space mission.
Vehicle systems entering a planet’s atmosphere must be capable of dissipating
kinetic and potential energy coupled with high entry speeds and altitude at
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cone

Viking 1

Mission Name

360

4π airbag

12.5

1.57

12.5

100

0.75

SLA-561

cone

70-deg

None

63

-14.06

7.26

1997

MPF

539

4π airbag

8

1.77

14

44

0.62

SLA-561

cone

70-deg

None

94

-11.49

5.4

2004

MER-A

539

4π airbag

5.5

1.77

14

44

0.62

SLA-561

cone

70-deg

None

94

-11.47

5.5

2400

MER-B

Past Landed Missions (U.S.) on the Martian Surface

Table 2.1: Summary of EDL architecture of previous Mars missions [1].

382

legs

3 crushable

2.4

1.2

11.7

47

0.55

SLA-561

cone

70-deg

None

65

-13

5.59

2008

Phoenix

899

6 wheels

0.75

1.75

19.7

200

0.9

SLA-561

cone

70-deg

guidance

Apollo

115

-15.4

5.8

200

MSL

the entry interface. Moreover, vehicles must counteract torques and moments
generated due to atmospheric forces by incorporating guidance commands to
control lift and drag acting on the entry vehicle to ensure a safe landing [9].

Equations of Planar Motion

The simplest form of entry flight mechanics is given by the equations of planar
flight over a spherical, non-rotating planet. The underlying equations for planar
flight assume that the entry vehicle is subjected to drag only. In other words, the
entry vehicle has no thrust and enters the atmosphere as a ballistic entry vehicle.
Although entry vehicles can also generate lift forces during entry (e.g. Viking
1&2, MSL), planar trajectory analysis can lead to closed-form solutions that are
convenient for assessing entry vehicle performance.
Figure 2.3 shows an entry body subjected to aerodynamic forces (lift and
drag) and a geocentric gravitational field. In the representation provided, RE is
the planetary radius, θ is the central angle (e.g. or latitude if the trajectory is
contained in a planet’s meridian plane) and γ is the flight path angle (velocity
direction with respect to the local horizontal).
As seen in Figure 2.3, the inertial plane X I Z I contains the velocity vector
throughout the motion. In the local plane X l Y l , Z l is along the local vertical. In
this representation the X m -axis of the moving frame moves along the velocity
vector. Equations 2.1 to 2.7 are the equations of motion for a ballistic entry
vehicle.

D = C D ρV 2 S /2
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(2.1)

Figure 2.3: Planar flight FBD [12]
L = C L ρV 2 S /2
dV D
= + gsin(γ)
dt
m
dθ
ρg C L 2
dγ
= −V( ) −
V
V + gcos(γ)
dt
dt
2β C D
!
Vcos(γ)
dθ
=
dt
RE + h
dh
= V sin(γ)
dt
!2
RE
g = gs
RE + h

(2.2)
(2.3)
(2.4)
(2.5)
(2.6)
(2.7)

Equations 2.1 and 2.2 are the conventional drag and lift forces acting on the
entry vehicle. The second two equations are Netwon’s Law of motion resolved
in the in-track and cross-track directions. Equations 2.5 and 2.6 are kinematic
relations resolved for the vertical and horizontal components of the velocity
vector, respectively. Finally, equation 2.7 gives a relationship for gravitational
acceleration. Knowing the definition of dθ/dt, the lift and drag coefficients and
the fact that the ballistic coefficient is defined by β = m/C D S , equation 2.4 can be
rewritten as shown in equation 2.8. Table 2.2 provides a legend for all variables
involved in the equations of planar motion.
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L
V2
dγ
=− − g−
cos(γ)
V
dt
m
r

(2.8)

Variable Definitions for the Equations for Planar Flight
Variable
Definition
D
Drag force
L
Lift force
CD
Coefficient of drag
CL
Coefficient of lift
V
Inertial velocity magnitude
S
Vehicle reference area
g
Gravitational acceleration
γ
Flight-path angle
θ
Central angle
ρ
Atmospheric density
β
Ballistic coefficient
RE
Planetary radius
h
height above surface
r = RE + h
Radius from planetary center
Table 2.2: Variable definition for the equations of planar motion during
ballistic flight.
By accounting for atmospheric density variations (Equation 2.9) and by expressing the drag coefficient in terms of the ballistic coefficient, equations 2.3 to
2.6 can be expressed as the following closed-form solutions illustrated in equations 2.10 to 2.12. These equations have no analytical solution and can only be
resolved by means of numerical integration [12]. It is worth recalling that these
equations account only for aerodynamic and gravitational forces (e.g. no thrust
or lateral forces); drag and lift are assumed to be constant; and the atmospheric
density varies exponentially with constant temperature.

ρ = ρ0 e−βh
"
#2


RE
dV
−βh 2 S C D
= ρe V
− gs
dt
m
RE + h
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(2.9)
(2.10)



  L   " R #2
dγ
v2 

E
−βh 2 S C D

V
= ρe V
−
− g s
dt
m
D
RE + h
RE + h
!
Vcos(γ)
dθ
=
dt
RE + h
dh
= V sin(γ)
dt

(2.11)
(2.12)
(2.13)

Allen-Eggers’ Approximations for Ballistic Entry

During the mid-1900’s, analytic approximations for lifting and ballistic entry
were developed by Sängers and H. Julian & A.J. Eggers, Jr. These approximations would aid mission designers evaluate entry trajectories and vehicle performance with minimal computational requirements. In particular, the AllenEggers solution for re-entry vehicles was considered a breakthrough in the field
of engineering. The analytical solutions obtained by Allen and Eggers suggest
that that aerodynamic heating on an entry vehicle during peak deceleration is
minimized by employing shapes with high pressure drag [8]. Furthermore,
their analytical solution demonstrated that at steep flight-path angles gravitational forces can be neglected. These findings yielded closed-form analytical
expressions for peak deceleration, peak heating as well as altitude and velocity
at maximum deceleration [12].
Allen and Eggers made some additional assumptions and simplifications to
the equations of planar motion as follows:

1. Atmospheric entry is ballistic (i.e. no lift is generated)
2. Gravitational and centrifugal terms can be neglected
3. Constant flight-path angle (i.e. trajectory is a straight line)
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4. Initial density ratio (or specific gravity) can be neglected at entry interface

Equations 2.13 to 2.15 are the analytic Allen-Eggers’ approximations for ballistic entry. Equation 2.14 is the simplified differential equation that neglects the
effect of gravity given that the magnitude of the drag force is substantial when
compared against the effects of gravity [8][12]. Equation 2.15 is the analytic solution using the altitude reference at the entry interface. Equation 2.16 is the
approximate solution for the velocity profile.

S C 
1 dV
ρ0
dh
D
=
e−βh
V dt
2βsin(γEI ) m
dt
!


ρ0
S C D −βh
V
−βhEI
=e
(e − e
)
VEI
2βsin(γEI ) m
!
S C 
ρ0
V
D
−βh
=e
e
VEI
2βsin(γEI ) m

(2.14)
(2.15)
(2.16)

Knowing the density relation and the analytic approximate solution, the altitude at which maximum deceleration occurs for a ballistic entry vehicle is presented in equation 2.17. The velocity at maximum deceleration, as shown in
equation 2.18 is a constant that results to be a fraction of the entry velocity and
is roughly 0.6VEI . Finally, equation 2.19 shows that the magnitude of the peak
deceleration is determined by the entry velocity and flight-path angle [8].

1 C D ρ0 S
hamax = ln
β βsin(γ)
VEI
Vamax = √
e
!
2
βVEI
amax =
sin(γ)
2e
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(2.17)
(2.18)
(2.19)

2.1.3

Aeroheating During Planetary Entry

Heat flux at the stagnation point is modeled using the Sutton-Grave correlation,
shown in Equation 2.20. This equation gives the convective heat transfer qconv
per unit area. Parameters such as the constant k and density ρ in the SuttonGraves correlation are based on the planetary atmosphere for a velocity of V∞ .
By inspecting Equation 2.20, it can be observed that peak heat flux is minimized
by vehicles which large nose radius [14].

qconv

r 
ρ V∞ 3
=k
Rn 1000

(2.20)

Similar to the solutions at peak deceleration developed by Allen-Eggers, the
solutions for peak heat rate are derived and result in altitude at peak heat rate
and peak heat rate described by Equations 2.21 - 2.22 [12].

hmax = k ∗ ln

qmax

2.2

!
!
−3  S C D  ρ
β
m sinγEI

s
 β  m ! sinγ
EI 3
=k
VEI
3e S C D
Rn

(2.21)

(2.22)

Limitations of EDL Technologies

As the interest in high-scientific return missions to Mars, mass delivery requirements increase. One immediate consequence is the increase of the ballistic coefficient of the entry vehicle. Consequently, the magnitude of peak deceleration
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increases, the altitude at which peak deceleration occurs decreases, and peak
heat rate increases. Whereas robotic missions can potentially endure high gloads and high heat loads, landing humans on Mars will require peak decelerations of 5 Gs or below, and decreased heat loads [1].
One alternative for solving the issue of altitude at which peak deceleration
occurs is to reduce the ballistic coefficient of the entry vehicle. This approach
is applicable to lifting and non-lifting atmospheric entry schemes. However,
there are only three variables in play that can be adjusted. The first alternative
would be to decrease the mass of the payload delivered. The first alternative
is unfeasible given that the objective is to deliver heavier payloads safely on
Mars. For example, landing humans on Mars could potentially require delivering payloads up to 100 tons. For robotic missions mass is highly constrained
by the mission science objectives and thus the instrumentation, making the only
alternative for reducing mass to sacrifice scientific instrumentation. Mass could
be further reduced by using a lighter TPS material that has equivalent performance to the SLA-561 TPS or better. However, such approach would require
space qualification of a new heat shield.
Another alternative would be to increase the drag coefficient of the entry
vehicle. However, the task of finding the optimal geometry that achieves the
highest hypersonic drag coefficient has already been solved. As stated by Braun
et. al., a different aeroshell configuration to the 70-degree sphere-cone geometry
would not have a significant impact on hypersonic drag coefficient and thus,
cannot be relied on to improve EDL performance.
Finally, the remaining alternative is increasing the diameter of the aeroshell.
However, the maximum allowable diameter is highly constrained by the launch
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system employed. Currently, the maximum allowable diameter is 4.6m by using
an Atlas 5-class launch system. MSL has already achieved this limit.
Due to the constraints imposed on EDL architectures, landing larger payloads than MSL will require the addition of low-mass hypersonic decelerators. At the moment NASA has proposed using hypersonic inflatable aerodynamic decelerators (HIAD), supersonic inflatable aerodynamic decelerators
(SIAD) and lifting variants of these technologies [15][16].
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CHAPTER 3
SIMULATIONS FOR ENTRY, DESCENT AND LANDING

Because replicating the Martian environment on Earth is infeasible, it is necessary to analyze a wide range of EDL architectures to assess performance with
high-fidelity simulations of performance, cost, schedule, and risk under uncertainty. For previous Mars missions, such as MSL, engineers used the Program
to Optimize Simulated Trajectories II (POST2) to simulate a variety of entry conditions under many model parameterizations (e.g. gravity, planetary geometry,
atmospheric, aerodynamic, control system, guidance, and navigation models)
and evaluate performance, mission-level feasibility, and design trades, among
other capabilities [4][6]. An overview of the POST2 simulation model as a function of entry conditions (e.g. entry flight path angle α, ballistic coefficient β) is
shown in Figure 3.1. Entry vehicle dynamics are modeled as a function of entry conditions subjected to the gravitational environment at the entry location
and vehicle aerodynamics- which are dependent on the atmospheric environment. Following the flow presented in Figure 3.1, entry conditions and vehicle
dynamics are used in parallel to model the navigation system to estimate the
vehicle’s attitude and position, which is then provided to the guidance algorithm. Next, guidance provides to the control system the required commands
for re-orientation maneuvers of the vehicle. As a result, new vehicle dynamics
are estimated as a function of the control system and approach navigation.
Due to the limitations for Earth-based testing, some models in POST-II
make use of wind tunnel testing (e.g. parachute deploy conditions) and computational fluid dynamics models (e.g. aerodynamics, aerothermodynamics)
whereas some models rely on data collected from previous orbital missions on
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Figure 3.1: POSTII simulation models and data flow [4].

Mars (e.g. atmospheric models, elevation maps). Figure 3.2 presents the models that have been incorporated into POST-II up to the present day. Typically,
existing models in POST-II are modified and used to evaluate top-level trades
of new designs during concept studies and technology development. As new
system requirements are being developed, complexity of the models increases
up to day-of-entry operations.

3.1

POST-II-based Monte Carlo Dispersion Analysis

Monte Carlo simulation techniques are commonly employed to solve deterministic problems whose inputs are randomly sampled from probability distributions that describe the behavior of certain parameters [17] [18]. For EDL, simulation models implemented are purely deterministic. For a fixed set of input
conditions, the resulting outputs and behavior are always be the same. Hence,
due to the uncertainty in what the entry conditions will be at the day-of-entry,
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Figure 3.2: Current models evaluated in POSTII

POST-II simulations are executed by sampling a wide range of entry conditions
to capture off-nominal cases that might present a risk to mission success. Results obtained from EDL POST-II-based Monte Carlo techniques are critical for
identifying areas of risk associated with certain designs or mission phases, and
for quantifying the robustness of a given EDL architecture by randomly varying
entry vehicle configurations (e.g. lift-to-drag ratio, entry flight path angle) and
environmental conditions (e.g. entry interface, atmospheric conditions) up to
the day-of-entry. Any metric that does not comply with mission success criteria has to be examined and re-evaluated by the model developers and mission
designers [4].
For MSL, hundreds of input parameters are sampled and a total of 8,001 test
cases are executed in a single Monte Carlo simulation. For each simulation case
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selected parameters are always randomly sampled. However, in the attempt
of identifying stressing cases, some inputs are occasionally left at their nominal values. These parameters are varied from the nominal values provided and
the respective 3-σ dispersion values. As models are updated and input variations are provided, test cases are executed and examined between the model
developers, mission design team, and the team in charge of examining POST-II
simulation results.
Figure 3.3 shows the the typical EDL validation and verification process between model developers and simulators. As it can be seen, both model and simulation developers work collaboratively to ensure that the code implemented
reproduces the expected results. Once simulation case is implemented and executed in POST-II, the design team has to analyze the dataset produced. Often
the firt task is to generate a scorecard. The scorecard can be used to make a quick
assessment on the performance of the architecture evaluated in a specific simulation. Furthermore, the design team can rapidly identify what metrics present
unusual or undesired behavior.
Due to the nature of the simulation executed, the EDL team is also interested
in analyzing the statistics of key metrics (e.g. timeline margin, fuel consumption) to identify whether the upper or lower percentiles satisfy system requirements. For example, if the maximum fuel consumption permitted is 300 kg,
the team is interested in seeing that the 99-percentile is below the requirement
threshold. To do so the team has to load datasets and execute functions to obtain the statistical information of interest. Alongside visual representations are
generated for examining closely results and outliers. The EDL team makes use
of hundreds to plots that are generated to examine margins, ellipses, and statis-
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tical information. All of these data products generated are used by the design
team to assess risk and evaluate system performance.

Figure 3.3: Current models evaluated in POSTII

Inevitably, as model complexity increases throughout a mission’s life-cycle,
the size of the data sets that have to be examined increases. Each test case in
a simulation can generate from hundreds to thousands of output variables that
capture critical events in the EDL sequence as well as event records that are
evaluated against the in-flight data generated to assess model accuracy.
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3.2

Sensitivity Analysis of POST-II Based Monte Carlo Dispersion Analysis

EDL trajectory is sensible to four all-encompassing EDL parameters: entry flight
path angle, ballistic coefficient, entry velocity, and lift-to-drag ratio. In reality,
however, the EDL architecture is fraught with uncertainties and additional sensitivities due to the inherent complexity of each vehicle configuration. Consequently, assessing sensitivity of figures of merit remains a challenge in EDL
architecture analysis.
The most common approach for EDL teams to assess sensitivities in EDL architecture analysis is the methodology of the one-at-a-time approach. In other
words, sensitivities in a complex architecture are identified by varying input
variables in one model, while maintaining all other metrics at their nominal
values. For example, to assess the sensitivity of aerodynamics in the POST2 trajectory analysis, a Monte Carlo simulation is executed with uncertainty in aerodynamics metrics while maintaining all other models (e.g. gravitation, guided
entry) at their nominal values. This process is repeated for all models and sensitivities to each model are compared by means of scatter plot and 3σ dispersion
analysis. Whereas this approach provides a straight-forward manner to identifying model sensitivities, this method fails to capture the effect of interactions
in all input variables and uncertain parameters [19].
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CHAPTER 4
INTELLIGENT DATA UNDERSTANDING

4.1

Intelligent Data Understanding (IDU) Technologies

As mentioned in Chapter 3, throughout a mission’s lifecycle the number of simulations can reach the order of thousands, given that different entry conditions
and model parametrizations are evaluated to assess performance, mission-level
feasibility, risks, and design trades. Whereas the subject matter expert can leverage his or her expertise to analyze these datasets to identify features of interest,
the next generation of EDL systems might present unprecedented challenges.
Consequently, EDL architecture analysis can benefit from computational advances to reduce analysis cycle time, minimize architecture lifecycle costs and
achieve mission success.
To address challenges in architecture analysis, NASA suggests the advancement of the state of the art in analysis capabilities to enable informed architecture trades and technology development decisions. In this work, we suggest
incorporating IDUs as technology, a form of information processsing, that can
benefit architectural analysis for EDL to reduce analysis lifecycle time, minimize
lifecycle costs, and reduce risk. IDU technology can provide capabilities to “to
automatically mine and analyze datasets that are large, noisy, and of varying modalities, including discrete, continuous, text, and graphics, and extract or discover information that can be used for further analysis or decision making”. Incorporating IDU
technologies for EDL architecture analysis can aid the design team to rapidly
evaluate EDL performance metrics, identify high information content data (e.g.
anomalies, novelties, events) and improve inferences made using single data
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sources [22].

4.1.1

State of the Art of IDU Technologies

Up to the present day, IDU technologies for space systems applications have
been employed for on-board data processing and analysis capabilities. For example, NASA’s Space Cube 2.0 incorporated on-board processing capabilities
to provide the system with first-responder real-time awareness, enable multiplatform collaboration, and to conduct ground-based data processing on-board
[20]. Similarly, NASA’s Earth Observing 1 (EO-1) has featured IDU technologies for on-board planning and scheduling tasks. Onboard processing enables
the system to detect science events and respond accordingly. For example, EO-1
can perform on-board cloud detection and data targeting [21].
Although on-board smart sensing techniques have been proven useful for
event detection on-board spacecraft, the percentage of decisions that can be
made autonomously for current technologies is between 20-30% of all decision
instances. The technology goal for IDUs for on-board data processing is to increase autonomy of these systems [22].
Other advances for automation and automated data mining of data sets include the Automatic Statistician. This tool explores multiple statistical models
to discover explanations for a given dataset and returns a natural languageform report explaining the data. However, like other similar technologies, this
method fails to capture and incorporate human knowledge into the loop. One
reason this methodology and approach might result in a drawback of the tool
is that because all aspects of the data mining process are automated, the end
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user does not have the opportunity to explore specific regions of interest in a
given data set. Hence, some of the information provided is not of interest to the
end user, resulting in additional work to find the information of interest. Consequently, some users might benefit from the ability to select a family of models
for exploring a portion of the dataset being examined. The interaction between
the human and the tool can thus be enhanced by means of dialogue and interactive tools. Consequently, there is a potential benefit in advancing the state of
the art for data mining tools with the human in-the-loop to improve the process
[23].
Up to the present day, IDU technologies have been employed for operational
processes to define the knowledge involved in the given process but its use in
performance analysis has not been explored. Furthermore, as mentioned by
Gharhamani et. al. in Reference [23], tools for feature extraction and knowledge
discovery such as the ”Automated Statistician” can benefit from user interaction capabilities. However, systems for such capability must be supported by
the underlying system, making cognitive assistants an alternative to provide
such requirement due to the underlying interactive process between humans
and machines. Therefore, in this thesis we explore the roles of utilizing a cognitive assistant as the platform for the next generation of IDU technologies for
performance analysis of EDL systems. Incorporating IDU technologies for data
analysis can help experts identify problems with a design earlier in a mission
lifecycle, which may lead to less rework, large cost savings and increased probability of success.
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4.2

Cognitive Assistants for Space Applications

Cognitive assistants have been explored as a platform to incorporate intelligent
decision and analysis technologies to provide decision-making support under
uncertainty [24]. Decision decision-making processes can be of individual or
collaborative nature. However, one commonality between both scenarios is that
making informed and well thought decisions require the task of gathering information, weighing the evidence and making a choice among the alternatives
[26]. Sources of information can come in the form of expert knowledge or can
come as a result of rigorous analysis. Often this knowledge comes from principles or heuristics experts in the field use for ensuring mission success. What
makes these heuristics critical is that they are not implicit during the analysis
and rather they are knowledge gained from experience. Consequently, introducing a cognitive assistant into the work domain can provide expert knowledge alongside computational analysis capabilities through a collaborative process.
There are two aspects of a cognitive assistant in which we are interested. The
first is using a cognitive assistant as a form of decision support system that can
take advantage of computational tools, such as IDUs. What makes a CA distinct from traditional decision support systems is that they attempt to emulate
human behavior as close as possible. Generally CA systems possess inference
capabilities that use of machine learning and data mining tools, to achieve better performance under a variety of scenarios. Combining both technologies can
add more rigor and exhaustiveness to the analysis process. Second, a cognitive assistant can serve as an additional team member that helps automated some
steps or specific tasks. Furthermore, the assistant can also provide comments
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or recommendations in a manner similar to team-like collaboration. Therefore,
introducing a cognitive assistant into the work domain can enhance the process,
by providing feedback obtained from advanced data analysis capabilities that
aid the team in decision-making tasks under uncertainty.
A CA can help examine the consequences of decisions leading to the discovery of critical information on a design. More specifically, cognitive assistants
could help respond questions on the stakes and probabilities of success of a
particular design [24]. For example, the CA can be used to evaluate the consequences of a particular technology selection in EDL performance (e.g. propellant consumption, landing accuracy) and probability of mission success. In
particular, a CA can be useful for identifying critical metrics in a particular architectural design that have pivotal consequences on the system under study but
could be easily missed by experts. Hence, incorporating a CA into the loop that
possesses an expert knowledge-base, analysis and inference capabilities combining the problem solving expertise from subject-matter experts can lead to
conduct better informed architectural design decisions in an early stage of a design. Furthermore, a CA can provide analysis capabilities that reduce the effort
of searching through hundreds of data sets containing thousands of cases each
to identify features of interest that drive further analysis and decision making.
During recent years, efforts have been made to create methodologies for the
development of knowledge-based cognitive assistants. One example is COGAS,
a cognitive assistant that supports NAVY operators during air target identification. This CA obtains information from on-board instrumentation to visualize
and track targets and describes opportunities for action in the case of hostile
threats [25]. As for missions beyond Low Earth Orbit (LEO) in particular, one
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of the most recent projects is the development of requirements for a CA that
can provide on-board support to space crew during off-nominal conditions in
scenarios where communication between mission control and the spacecraft is
delayed or limited [27]. Although action protocols tend to be defined in the
case of off-nominal situations, astronauts may still face off-nominal situations
that are not well established. Therefore, astronauts may face decision-making
tasks under uncertainty and need to make informed decisions to ensure the
safety of the crew and the vehicle to ensure mission success. One well-known
example is the Apollo 13 emergency return to Earth due to the loss one of the
three fuel cells and an oxygen tank. By following emergency protocols and with
the assistant of the mission control center, all three astronauts were able to perform an emergency maneuver and landed safely on Earth. During delayed or
limited communications with ground station, a cognitive assistant can provide
assistance while communications with Earth become available. Utilizing a CA
for spacecrew support requires that the assistive system possesses functional
capabilities for data collection, analysis, communication of critical issues and
guidelines and how to approach the problem. Furthermore, Neerincx et al. has
established a cognitive engineering (CE) methodology for integrating task procedures, tools, and methods into user interface design to test human-machine
collaboration in space.
The remainder of this chapter introduces Daphne, a cognitive assistant that
can be used in-the-loop for architecture analysis. Daphne is a cognitive assistant that specializes in architecting Earth observing (EO) satellite systems. Currently, Daphne can analyze satellite-specific problems and can provide critiques
that address strengths and weaknesses for a particular design [28]. This research seeks to explore intelligent data understanding technologies by extend-
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ing Daphne to be used as a platform for EDL architecture analysis by providing
information from a particular architecture to the end user using multiple sources
of knowledge. With Daphne, we want to explore the ability of an intelligent assistant to access and analyze EDL datasets and identify and communicate critical issues to the human.

4.3

Daphne Architecture

Figure 4.1 shows Daphne’s architecture for EO satellites and its four primary
capabilities: 1) the Analyst, 2) the Critic, 3) the Historian, and 4) the Explorer.
The architecture of Daphne consists of four layers. The front ends serve for the
user to interact with Daphne and direct requests to the respective back-ends
[31] that extract the features of interest from the data sources. The analyst is in
charge of answering questions through queries about a particular design. For
example, the user can ask questions about past designs such as: ”Why does
this design have this value for X performance metric?” The Historian provides
historical information on previous missions and can be used during the design
process to check whether selected parameters and the design being evaluated
are similar to those of past designs. Example questions include ”What is the
most common orbit for ice cloud detection?”. The critic skill takes the proposed
design and provides feedback to the users about the strengths and weaknesses
of the design. One feature of the critic skill is that it also provides suggestions on
how to improve the design. Finally, the Explorer executes a genetic algorithm
in the background. As Daphne finds solutions that improve the Pareto front,
Daphne asks the user if she/he wants these solutions in the current dataset.
The latest addition to Daphne is the EDL analysis capability.
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Figure 4.1: Daphne Brain Architecture

4.4

Daphne for EDL

Daphne has been selected as the platform for an EDL intelligent assistant for architecture analysis. As shown in Figure 4.1, Daphne is structured as a 4-layered
system. First, Daphne has a front-end that allows the user to interact with the
system (e.g. queries, commands). Second, in the Daphne brain is the bridge
between the user front-end and the back-ends. In the Daphne brain, requests
are sent to to each of the skills. Responses are pushed back to the users in the
front-end. In the third layer, the back-ends contain the capabilities for resolving
the queries. Back-ends make use of the data sources available in the fourth layer
to obtain the data requested.
During the rest of this chapter we describe the Daphne architecture, focusing
on those capabilities adapted for the EDL intelligent assistant.
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4.4.1

Frontend

Daphne makes use of a visual interface that allows the user to make queries or
commands to Daphne. At the moment, Daphne for EO contains a section where
the user can write her/his query to Daphne. The response is provided to the
user in natural languange-form in another panel. Below the question panel the
web interface contains a tradespace exploration panel that allows the user to visualize the objective space of the alternative architectures. Below the tradespace
exploration panel is the Design Inspector, which displays the decisions for the
architecture being visualized.
At the moment the Daphne EDL assistant does not have its own web-based
interface. However, the Daphne EO interface has been used to test the data
extraction queries for EDL as well as the EDL commands.

4.4.2

Daphne Brain

As for the Critic and Analyst in Daphne for EO, the EDL assistant accepts question in natural language form. As described in Figure 4.2, requests from the user
are classified into either commands or questions. In this case we assume that the
user asks Daphne ”What was the entry velocity for MSL?” Once the request is
classified, Daphne then proceeds to classify the request by type (e.g. EDL). This
task is achieved by means of a Convolutional Neural Network (CNN). The existing algorithm in Daphne was adapted to classify questions regarding EDL.
Reference [28] contains a more detailed description of the CNN model implemented. It must be noted that at the moment all of the EDL questions are contained within the EDL “skill”, however this capability is not meant to be a skill
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like the analyst or the critic considering that the current queries for EDL are of
analyst and historian nature. Furthermore, the intention is to make use of these
skills for EDL simulation datasets. However, for testing the first prototype, all
queries are stored under the EDL ”skill”.

Figure 4.2: Question classification in Daphne.

Following question classification by type, Daphne searches for the information requested in the query. JSON file templates available in Daphne, such as
the one in Figure 4.4, specify the name/value pairs required to respond to a particular query and are used to search for the features requested. For the query
made, we want to extract two features: mission and parameter. Feature extractors match the sentences to lists of known values for the requested information.
Daphne’s implementation of the statistical model provided by Sellers et al., algorithm accounts for mistakes (e.g. typos) in the user’s request [30]. In this
case, features are extracted from the historical database in the query section of
the template. Finally, after features are extracted, results are embedded into the
template response. The response is then returned to the user at the front end
with in the voice or visual response template.
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EDL Queries

Considering the breadth and depth of the subject of EDL, experts in the field
provided a list of frequent questions that arise when analyzing a Monte Carlo
output dataset as well as common tasks. From the list of questions created,
ten question types were identified. The preliminary question types are listed
in Figure 4.3. Given that the capabilities implemented in this thesis focused
on data extraction and analysis capabilities for a cognitive assistant, key functional requirements for a CA [27], emphasis was given to queries that request
values or parameters from the historical database, simulation files, and scorecards. Achieving the task of obtaining metrics of interest provides the first step
for expanding the capabilities of Daphne for EDL architecture analysis such as
combining knowledge from sources of data to conduct high fidelity analysis
that enable informed architectural decisions. The queries that the Daphne EDL
skill can address at the moment are:

Figure 4.3: Envisioned question types for Daphne.

1. What is parameter << parameter >> for mission << mission >>?
2. What are the simulation files available for mission << mission >> ?
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3. Load the simulation file << f ile >>.
4. For mission << mission >>, calculate the statistics for << parameter >>.
5. What is the value of parameter << parameter >> from this simulation?
6. For this simulation file, generate the scorecard.
7. From the scorecard, what are the POST2 results for << metric >> ?
8. What metrics in the scorecard are flagged ?
9. What metrics in the scorecard are out of spec?

Figure 4.4: Query template for historical database.

Skills

The Daphne brain for EO contains four essential skills: 1) Analyst, 2) Critic,
3) Historian, and 4) Explorer.

These skills add functionalities to Daphne.

Whenethe user makes a query, the QA system directs the question to the appropriate back-ends or data sources. Considering that the efforts in this work
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were establishing the baseline for an EDL intelligent assistant, emphasis was
given to the Historian and Analyst skills given that we want to be able to extract simulation data sets and analyze it.

Daphne EDL as Analyst

The objective of the Analyst is to provide responses on a particular EDL architecture problem. At the moment, the Daphne EDL analyst is not implicit as for
EO. However, when Daphne obtains an EDL query, she can handle questions
regarding historical information, whether a particular simulation satisfies performance requirements and can provide basic statistics on EDL parameters and
metrics. A brief description of these roles are given below.

• Historical Information For EDL architecture analysis tasks, the user can
ask Daphne questions about past EDL architectures. For EO architecting
problems historical information is more descriptive. For example, historical information on EO missions can regard of instrument-orbit placement
or instruments used for a particula meausurement. For EDL, engineers
are more interested in obtaining information on the value of critical EDL
metrics. For example, ”What was the peak deceleration for MSL?”, ”What
was the entry velocity for MPF?” Other historical information of interested are the technologies and mechanisms employed in previous EDL
missions. The Analyst can extract from the historical database: ’What TPS
did MSL use?” or ”What was the type of entry for MSL?”. As follow-up
questions the user can ask ”What was the heat shield diameter for MSL?”,
”What was the TPS material used?” Rather than having to make database
queries, Daphne can do this task for the user.
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• Performance Requirement Satisfaction When looking at simulation results, EDL teams are interested in looking at what metrics are within the
acceptable threshold requirements. The analyst can be used to respond
this question on a particular data set. If a scorecard for a particular EDL
architecture is available, the analyst can extract what metrics are satisfying
the requirements. Otherwise, the user can ask Daphne to automatically
generate a scorecard on a particular dataset. The user can ask Daphne
”From the scorecard, what metrics are flagged?”, ”From the scorecard,
what metrics are out of spec?” Daphne returns a list of metrics that are
flagged or out of spec to the user along with the simulation value compared against the requirement value.
• Statistics of Metrics Once the EDL POST II-based Monte Carlo simulation is executed it is common practice to take a glimpse at statistics of key
performance metrics. In the current implementation of the Daphne EDL
assistant the user can ask about the statistics of the dataset being examined using natural language form. For example, common questions for
Daphne would be: ”What are the statistics for peak deceleration?”, ”What
are the statistics for altitude of parachute deploy?” In Daphne, this part of
the process is automated and requires no manual effort from the experts
to navigate, locate, load, and execute functions to evaluate statistics of a
simulation.

4.4.3

Backends

At the moment, Daphne for EDL does not make use of any machine learning algorithms for evaluating an EDL architecture. For EO, Daphne makes used of an
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architecture evaluation algorithm, data mining capabilities, a genetic algorithm
and a clustering algorithm. For EDL, as a part of future work we plan on incorporating capabilities for architecture evaluation and data mining for obtaining
insight on features of interest in an EDL simulation dataset.

4.4.4

Data Sources

EDL Historian

One of the sources of knowledge for analysis of EDL architectures is the historical database. The historian implemented for this role, or “skill” contains
a database of previous successfully landed missions on Mars. The database
contains nominal mission parameters for previous missions and contains a set
of simulation files corresponding to MSL and the ongoing Mars 2020 mission.
The EDL database was implemented as an object-relational database management system (ORDMS). Such database provides a bridge between relational and
object-oriented paradigms. The standard selected for managing information in
the database is the Structured Query Language (SQL) through the PostgreSQL
software.
The resulting database was built in Python using the SQLAlchemy toolkit
and served as an interface between the database and PostgreSQL. In the current
model, one-to-many relationships were incorporated to connect fields in a given
class (i.e., table) to another table. In other words, the current model uses hierarchical relationships. However, considering that not all relationships are of this
nature (e.g., different missions or segments can share the same attitude control
mechanism), many-to-many relationships can be discovered. Thus, many-to41

many relationships can be incorporated to account for additional complexity.

Figure 4.5: EDL database schema.
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EDL Scorecard

As stated in Chapter 2, EDL is a highly interdisciplinary problem that results in
complex vehicle system designs. Moreover, subsystem analysis and assessing
the effect of a particular design becomes and overall performance of an EDL
architecture becomes an increasingly complex task. Consequently, the NASA
EDL simulation team has created a ”scorecard” to provide a common ground
to all designers to assess performance for an EDL architecture based on Monte
Carlo Simulations for a particular vehicle configuration. The resulting scorecard
is a document generated from simulation results and provides a platform for
discussion among subsystem designers for dialogue on how subsystem designs
affects the overall EDL architecture.
The scorecard provides key EDL metrics and threshold values for critical
metrics. Any value that is flagged (e.g. out of spec, unusual) has to be discussed among the team to re-evaluate the design. This document was used as
the baseline source of knowledge for the EDL skill knowledge base given that
it provides a standardized knowledge that is shared among all EDL groups. A
basic representation of a scorecard used to assess the performance of the EDL
pre-flight simulation predictions based on reconstructed flight data from MSL
is available in Reference [4].
The following chapter is devoted to presenting the preliminary capabilities
developed for the Daphne/EDL intelligent assistant in the context of a case
study. The goal is to present various plausible use cases in which the assistant can be incorporated into the architecture analysis process. In the first use
case, a POST-II simulation was conducted to take a glimpse into the effect of
uncertainty in entry velocity on atmospheric skip-out. Daphne is used to ac43

cess the simulation dataset via queries. In the second use-case the user can ask
about statistics of a metric and can request historical data on other EDL architectures for comparison. In the third use-case, the user can automatically generate
a scorecard for the dataset in study to assess preliminary performance of the
proposed architecture.
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CHAPTER 5
CASE STUDY

5.1

Use Case 1: Rapid Assessment of of Mission-Specific System Performance

As shown in Chapter 3 in Figure 3.3, the EDL team analyzes the outputs after a
simulation run to identify any metrics that do not satisfy the requirement values
and examine any unusual values. To perform such task, the EDL team generates a scorecard for that particular simulation and examines all of the metrics of
interest with the goal of identifying those that are out of spec. For missions such
as, MSL, or Mars 2020 have made use of the EDL scorecard as a means for rapid
assessment of system performance.
At the moment, Daphne has automated the scorecard generation task in the
EDL validation and verification process. For missions with a scorecard template
available, such as MSL or Mars 2020, Daphne can be used to automatically generate a scorecard for a particular EDL simulation case. The user can request the
values of a particular metric using natural language. Figure 5.1 shows the commands and queries the user can make to obtain such information. First, the user
can command Daphne to generate a scorecard for a specific mat-file. Using the
scorecard metric threshold values, Daphne can indicate the user or team what
metrics are flagged and which metrics are out of spec.
The automatic generation of a scorecard facilitates the task of loading a simulation file and executing the system calls for parsing the scorecard, and searching through the hundreds of metrics for each EDL segment in the architecture.
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Figure 5.1: Follow-up questions for Daphne (Historical Database)

However, the knowledge contained in the scorecard can be exploited to enhance Daphne’s capabilities. Other than being the source of expert-knowledge
of the key metrics in an EDL architecture, each scorecard contains information
on how these values are obtained (e.g. equations and descriptions) that can be
used alongside with the simulation data. By running a MATLAB engine in the
background, the user can be able to ask for a calculation of a metric from the
simulation file and obtain the result in the front-end. Furthermore, thresholds
and criteria available in the Scorecard can be used as a form of ”rules” for EDL
performance assessment.
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5.2

5.2.1

Use Case 2: Accessing and Analyzing Simulation Dataset

Context and Goals of the Simulation

As mentioned in Section 2.2 and in Ref [1], high-scientific return missions to
Mars will require capabilities to land heavier payloads on the surface of Mars.
To overcome the challenges of landing high-β entry vehicles, future missions
will require advances beyond the Viking EDL technologies. Whereas robotic
missions can make use of lower-mass TPS material and hypersonic decelerating
technologies, future manned missions will inevitably require landing capabilities for entry vehicles with ballistic coefficients 3-4 times higher than any mission that has landed on Mars.
Historically, steep EFPA has been preferred given that total heat load on the
TPS of the entry vehicle is lower than shallow EFPA for high-β vehicles [33].
However, peak deceleration and heat rate increase. Consequently, as payload
mass increases, EDL has shifted to the paradigm of shallower EFPA to reduce
altitude of peak deceleration and heat rate. However, decreasing the magnitude of EFPA introduces the likelihood of the entry vehicle skipping out of the
atmosphere.
MPF was the first successful ballistic mission landed on the surface of Mars
by the United States. This mission demonstrated a low-cost alternative for placing a payload safely on Mars. Success for MPF was dependent on entering the
Martian atmosphere at a shallow flight-path angle to increase the altitude at
which peak deceleration occurs, increasing timeline for subsequent events in
the EDL sequence. For MPF, the skipout angle for the Martian atmosphere was
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-11.2 degrees. However, to counterbalance for other uncertainties, the entry trajectory was designed so that the EFPA 3σ was at least 2-degrees steeper than the
estimated skipout angle [34].
For the sake of demonstrating Daphne’s current capabilities, this case study
takes a glimpse at a high ballistic coefficient vehicle concept using the MSL configuration and the effect of entry velocity in skip-out angle. In reality, more
uncertainties are accounted for in such simulation (e.g. atmospheric density,
gravity) but in this case study we vary one metric as it would be done in a one
at-a-time sensitivity analysis. At the moment, this task is done in this manner
due to the human limitations in the analysis. In the future, we want Daphne to
identify these sensitivities to the user without having to use the one-at-a-time
approach. The analysis capabilities for EDL in Daphne provides analysis capabilities to the user, extracting useful information on EDL metrics from POST-II
simulation results. The user can request statistical data on a given parameter.
The user can also ask for nominal values from previous missions to compare
EDL performance metrics. For missions with established system-level requirements, Daphne can automate the process of generating a scorecard and respond
to the user indicating metric values and which set of metrics is flagged or outof-spec.

5.2.2

Simulation Setup

For this study, a 3-degree-of-freedom trajectory analysis was conducted using
POST-II-based Monte Carlo simulation for a ballistic entry vehicle. The simulation incorporated the planet model and the revised planetary constants for Mars
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as well as the atmospheric database available in POST-II. The gravity model employed assumes a spherical planet of radius R with gravitational constant µ.
The following subsections describe the parameters and assumptions for the
trajectory analysis of a high ballistic coefficient entry vehicle assuming nominal
atmospheric density at the entry interface and a trajectory analysis for varying
atmospheric density conditions. For all cases the same 70-deg sphere-cone heat
shield and TPS were used. The same entry states were applied to all simulation
cases. The parameters and values are shown in Table 5.2.2.
Table 5.1: Entry States and Heat Shield Parameter for Simulation

5.2.3

Parameter

Nominal

Heat shield diameter(m)

4.0

Heat shield material

SLA-561

Drag coefficient

1.47

Initial azimuth (deg)

30.0

Initial declination angle (deg)

-4.5

Geocentric Radius (km)

3522.2

Skipout Angle Due to Dispersion Entry Velocity and
EFPA

Entry velocity into a planetary atmosphere is dependent on launch date and
events leading up to cruise stage separation. Nevertheless, the first part of the
case study takes a glimpse at the effect of uncertainty in the entry velocity in the
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Table 5.2: Cases evaluated for Monte Carlo simulation to measure the Effect of uncertainty in entry velocity and EFPA to skipout angle

range of 5.0 - 6.0 km/s in skip-out angle for ballistic coefficients of 200, 220, 240,
260, and 300 kg/m2 . Given that the case study consists of a high-level assessment
of uncertainty in skipout angle, large dispersions of the EFPA and entry velocity
were used to capture a wider range of behavior in entry conditions for different
ballistic coefficient entries. The morphological box depicted in Table ?? presents
the cases examined with the respective standard deviations for the Monte Carlo
trajectory analysis.

5.2.4

Results

Sensitivity of EFPA for Skip-out due to Variations in Entry Velocity

The six individual Monte Carlo simulation presented in Table 5.2 were executed
with with 8001 cases being evaluated in each simulation. Figure 5.2 shows the
variation of skipout angle due to uncertainty for the entry velocity as the ballistic coefficient of the entry system increased. As expected, as the ballistic coefficient of the vehicle increases, the tendency will be to skipout of the atmosphere
at steeper entry flight path angles. In addition, Figure 5.2 also shows that entry
vehicles with high kinetic energy, and thus high entry velocities, have a higher
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probability of skipping out of the atmosphere.
In reality, there many sources of variability in entry parameters during atmospheric entry. However, given that the simulation conducted is a very simplified 3-DOF ballistic entry case with no lift or guidance, the number of uncertain
variables that can be dispersed is limited. Consequently, for the sake of demonstrating the sensitivity of skipout angle to entry velocity and EFPA, two critical
EDL entry conditions, these parameters were selected as the primary sources of
uncertainty. A high 3-sigma dispersion analysis was used to attempt to capture
any potential uncertainties that affect entry velocity and EFPA.

Figure 5.2: Skipout angle variation due to uncertainty in entry velocity
and EFPA

Figure 5.3 shows the steepest entry flight-path angles (25%-tile) of the cases
shown in Figure 5.2. The range of skipout angles for each ballistic coefficient
evaluated is below the 1.0 degree range. The values for each case evaluated
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present the threshold of values for a particular vehicle configuration as a function of ballistic coefficient and entry velocity. In order to minimize the risk of
skipout, nominal values for entry vehicle system design must fall below the
boundaries formed by each vehicle configuration. In other words, unless ballistic coefficient is reduced, entry velocities need to be reduced to avoid the risk
of entering the skipout region. Similarly, low β vehicles at high entry velocities
undergo the same risk of skipout at steep angles.

Figure 5.3: Steepest Skipout angle variation due to entry velocity

5.2.5

Interacting With Daphne

Typically after executing a POST II-based Monte Carlo Simulation, EDL system
validation and verification requires that simulators examine test results with
the goal of identifying any discrepancies in the results, as shown in Chapter 3,
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Figure 3.3. Any anomaly identified is discussed between model developers and
simulators to resolve potential issues in the code implementation or in the EDL
architecture itself.
As in the first use case, the EDL design team has to locate the simulation
file of interest and load it for analysis. If more than one simulation case is to be
examined, the user has to perform additional manual labor to repeat the same
procedure for all datasets. Although this task may seem at first a non-trivial
task to automate given that the user can simply load the data set, and evaluate statistical functions, in reality this question often arise during discussions
in EDL teams. And often, individual members of the team have to search for
datasets, load them, and examine them during design discussions, making the
discussion flow very inconsistent. For example, for examining the simulations
for potential landing site locations the team members may ask “What is the peak
deceleration for landing site A” followed by ”What was the peak deceleration
for landing sites B and C?” With Daphne, we want to automate the process of
loading these datasets via commands and have the user ask about the statistics of a given metric. If the user is interested in looking into another dataset,
she/he can simply ask Daphne to load a different dataset. We envision that EDL
teams can make use of this intelligent assistant as an additional team member
that collects information for the team and communicates it back to the team in
a human-like manner.
In the simulation executed for this study, once results are obtained, the user
can add her or his simulation data into the repository of a particular mission.
The user can ask Daphne for a list of simulations available (if needed) and can
proceed to command Daphne to load the simulation file that is to be studied.
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Figure 5.4 shows a sample dialogue between the user and Daphne for extracting
information on the simulations conducted to study the effect of dispersion in
entry velocity for an entry vehicle with ballistic coefficient of 300 kg/m2 .

Figure 5.4: Use Case

When the user asks Daphne to load the data set, the question is classified as
an EDL-type of command and it executes an executable function that loads the
data set requested. Daphne responds indicating that the file has been loaded
successfully. Once the dataset of interest is identified and loaded by Daphne,
the user can ask for statistics of a specific output variable from the Monte Carlo
simulations using the variable name (if the user happens to know it) or using a
natural language description of the variable. In Figure 5.4 the user asks Daphne
on the statistics for entry flight path angle at the entry interface. At the moment,
Daphne only provides text description of the metrics. One of the desired capabilities is for Daphne to display graphics of the probability distributions of the
results. This task is currently under development for the EDL assistant inter54

face. Through web-based interface way the user can visualize the distributions
and obtain information on the results by hovering or clicking on the figure.

Figure 5.5: Follow-up questions for Daphne

Figure 5.5 presents a follow up question the user makes.

Considering

Daphne can recall what dataset is in the working memory, the user can ask for
other variable information without having to tell Daphne to reload the data set.
The user can continue to ask for statistics of variables of interest in a data set,
thus reducing the cognitive load required by the user. In this use-case the user
requests velocity at the entry interface, a critical parameter at the entry interface
of the planet. Although this question is not depicted in the figure presented, a
logical follow up question would be ”what are the statistics for peak deceleration” given that this parameter is dependent on EFPA and entry velocity.
If the user is interested in a distinct data set for a particular vehicle configuration, he or she simply has to ask Daphne to load the data set. If the user
continues to follow this method, a table such as the one depicted in Table 5.3
can be constructed, automating the process of having to manually search, reload
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Table 5.3: Simulation results for skipout angle due to sensitivities to entry
velocity and ballistic coefficient.

and configure datasets. This way the user, or the design team can quickly extract data for examining all cases of interest in a single item. Table 5.3 presents a
summary of the results obtained in the simulation concerning entry velocity and
skipout angle for all six ballistic coefficient vehicles evaluated. For the steepest
flight path angles, the percent increase in EFPA skipout angle from a 200 to a 300
kg/m2 is roughly 2.5%. For lower β entry vehicles, skipout angle is still possible
at high entry velocities and skipout angle can be just as steep as high β entry
with lower entry velocity.
Although Daphne automates the task of loading each individual dataset
manually and computing the desired statistics, Daphne can be made more helpful to the team by loading multiple datasets and providing the user a summary
of the parameter requested for all simulations considered.
Figure 5.6 shows the queries made to Daphne to obtain peak deceleration
values for cases for an entry vehicle of ballistic coefficient of 300 kg/m2 . First,
the user requests to load the data set of landed cases, then the user asks for
the magnitude of the peak deceleration. Following this question, the user can
proceed to ask for the landed cases in which lofting occurred. Often the EDL
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Figure 5.6: Follow-up questions for Daphne

team is interested in lofting considering that up to some extent, it helps minimize the magnitude of the peak deceleration. However, lofting increases the
probability of skip-out. Figure 5.7 shows a plot of peak deceleration for three
randomly selected cases with lofting. Figure 5.8 shows the trajectories for these
same cases.
To make Daphne more helpful to the EDL team we want for Daphne to be
able to identify stressing cases, such as lofting or atmospheric skipout, for example. Achieving this task is one of the next steps for Daphne.
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Figure 5.7: Deceleration for three random cases in which lofting occurs for
an entry vehicle of β = 300kg/m2

5.3

Use Case 3: Comparing Simulation Results to Nominal Values of Previous Landed Missions

Considering the inherent similarity due to technology heritage for all successful
missions to Mars made by the U.S., assessment of EDL metric performance often
relies on analysis by similarity. Because of this practice, the EDL historian was
incorporated into the skill to rapidly provide the users, or EDL team, relevant
information on a particular EDL architecture. All of the information is available
in one source and minimizes the need for the user at the front end to have to
search from multiple sources of information.
For example, in the second use case study we examined sensitivities due to
ballistic coefficient, entry velocity, and entry flight path angle for a ballistic en-
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Figure 5.8: Velocity as a function of altitude for three random cases in
which lofting occurs for an entry vehicle of β = 300kg/m2

try mission. Once the user obtains simulation results, she or he can ask Daphne
about these parameters for previous missions. For example, Figure 5.9 shows
the dialogue we would have with Daphne after examining our results. First, we
assume that the user is interested in looking into entry flight path angles for previous ballistic missions to Mars. In the first query, the user asks Daphne ”What
is the ballistic coefficient for MPF?”. Daphne determines that this statement is a
database query, and extracts the features of interest from the SQL database. By
making these queries for all relevant parameters corresponding to MPF, Daphne
provides multiple responses indicating the ballistic coefficient was 63 kg/m2 and
has an entry flight path angle was -14.06 degrees and the peak deceleration was
20 G. We can see that a higher peak deceleration is attributed to a high entry
velocity (7.26 km/s), and peak deceleration is much higher than for any other
previous missions.
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Looking further into EDL metrics for missions with high ballistic coefficient
we have MSL, the largest payload successfully landed on Mars up to the present
day. Using Daphne, the user simply has to request the parameter and mission,
no additional effort is required from the user and she or he can easily switch
between query types. We can see that when the user asks for the ballistic coefficient of MSL, the ballistic coefficient is over two times larger than the ballistic
coefficient for MPF. Furthermore, the EFPA for MSL was steeper (-15 deg). However, peak deceleration was 8 Gs lower, likely due to the fact that MSL used a
lifting-guided entry and due to a higher mass system, entry velocity was lower.
Although Daphne does not provide these rationales yet, experts in the EDL can
obtain the nominal values for previous missions and assess differences in performance using a single source of knowledge.
At the moment the historian only provides the nominal value for a particular
mission. However, the Historical Database can be exploited to provide critiquetype comments to the user for evaluating EDL architectures. Combined with
the rules available in the expert knowledge base, quality of critques can be enhanced by making use of data from previous missions.
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Figure 5.9: Follow-up questions for Daphne (Historical Database)
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CHAPTER 6
CONCLUSIONS

In this thesis we introduced a cognitive assitant for EDL based on Daphne,
who currently specializes in providing support to architect constellations of
satellites. The main objective is to use Daphne/EDL assistant as a platform for
Intelligent Data Understanding technologies for performance analysis, specifically for entry descent and landing architecture analysis. Advancing Daphne’s
capabilities serve as an aid to EDL design teams to rapidly evaluate EDL performance metrics, identify high information content data and improve the uncertainty characteristics of inferences made by informed decisions using multiple
sources of knowledge. Daphne can take off cognitive load from EDL architecture analysts by providing basic analysis and background information on metrics of interest in EDL architectures. Furthermore, Daphne automates the steps
required to obtain such information by making queries to the database, loading
data set for the user with the necessary functions and makes basic calculations.
At the moment, Daphne can provide basic statistics of metrics in a simulation
data set and can generate scorecards for missions by means of natural language.
The case study presented in this thesis illustrates three use cases on how an expert or EDL team can extract information from Daphne by means of the historical data base or the scorecard to obtain insights on metrics of interest.
While having already some capabilities, the current implementation of
Daphne/EDL assistant is in its early stages. First, Daphne’s knowledge on variable and metric descriptions is limited. For example, the user can ask for peak
deceleration, which Daphne knows. However, if the user uses different descriptions such as ”g-load”, Daphne does not recognize that these metrics are the
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same. Improvements have to be made with natural language processing for
EDL metrics. Second, at the moment identifying cases in an EDL data set is still
up to the user. For example, in this case study, the user had to identify the cases
in which lofting occurred by inspecting the output data set. As future work,
Daphne shall identify any stress cases such as ”In what cases does lofting occur?,”
”In what percent of cases does lofting occur?,” ”In what cases is there skip-out from the
atmosphere?,” ”In what percent of cases does skip-out occur?,” among other critical
events of interest to the EDL design team.
Another critical limitation is assessing sensitivity of input metrics of the architecture. At the moment the sensitivity analysis conducted on the data set was
employed using the current technique the EDL design team uses: ”one-at-atime” sensitivity analysis. Although this approach is straightforward, it fails to
identify dependencies and interactions between input variables. In the near future, we want Daphne to conduct sensitivity analysis on EDL data sets such as:
variance-based sensitivity, such as first order and total order sensitivity indexes;
or density-based sensitivity analysis. Finally, one limitation of the existing IDU
technologies fail to capture expert knowledge in the loop. Mixed-initiative approaches for IDU technologies in which Daphne’s EDL skill provides feedback
on an EDL architecture design without having the user request such information are also under consideration for future work [30] [35].
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